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YOUR GUIDE TO CREATING A 5 STAR RESUME, COVER
LETTER, AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTS

RESUMES

WHAT IS A RESUME?

Simply put, a resume is a one- to two-page document that sums up a
job seeker's qualifications for the jobs, they're interested in.
More than just a formal job application, a resume is a marketing
tool that job seekers use to communicate their value to employers.
Your resume is the first impression you will make on an employer!

WHAT SHOULD BE IN MY RESUME?

Within your resume, you should showcase your skills, experiences,
and accomplishments through a series of bullet statements. These
experiences can include your work history, volunteer
opportunities, related coursework, campus involvement., and skills.
You'll also want to include your contact information and
educational information.

HOW DO I FORMAT MY RESUME?

Your resume should begin with your name and contact
information, followed by your education, relevant coursework
(if applicable) relevant work history, campus involvement,
volunteer experiences, and hard/soft skills

BUSINESS EXAMPLE

RESUMES

BULLET STATEMENT FORMULA

(ACTION WORD + TASK) + RESULT

SAMPLE ACTION VERBS

Administered
Advised
Balanced
Budgeted
Cataloged
Compiled
Corresponded
Defined
Demonstrated
Distributed
Expedited
Instituted
Planned
Proposed
Purchased
Scheduled
Streamlined
Supervised
Trained
Updated

Accelerated
Adapted
Analyzed
Classified
Collected
Created
Described
Documented
Established
Identified
Instructed
Investigated
Monitored
Processed
Published
Reduced
Reported
Set up
Tested
Wrote

Archived
Appraised
Assembled
Coordinated
Corrected
Designed
Determined
Developed
Formulated
Generated
Inspected
Initiated
Introduced
Originated
Programmed
Reorganized
Researched
Resolved
Revamped
Studied

Acted
Advocated
Consulted
Controlled
Counseled
Delegated
Directed
Educated
Enlisted
Facilitated
Guided
Launched
Lectured
Presented
Recruited
Reinforced
Screened
Selected
Tutored
Translated

EDUCATION EXAMPLE

PSYCHOLOGY EXAMPLE

COMMUNICATIONS EXAMPLE

NURSING EXAMPLE

FIRST YEAR STUDENT EXAMPLE

COVER LETTERS

WHAT IS A COVER LETTER?

A cover letter is a document that allows you to expand on your
experiences and explain to an employer exactly how your skills align
with the position for which you are applying. Unless instructed
otherwise, a cover letter should always accompany your resume. Cover
letters should address the needs of the employer.

HOW DO I FORMAT MY COVER LETTER?

Your cover letter should be a one-page document and no more than
2 to 3 paragraphs. We recommend using the same font type as your
resume and the font size should be 10-12.

WHAT SHOULD BE IN MY COVER LETTER?

Your cover letter should be a carefully curated selection of stories
from your career that gives the reader a clear idea of who you are
and how you can add value to their company. Your cover letter
needs to provide this information and leave the reader convinced
that you are the right person for the job. To accomplish this, you
should be using the requirements of the job to dictate the content of
your cover letter.

COVER LETTERS

COVER LETTER GENERAL OUTLINE

The Heading:

-Use the header from your resume containing your name, address, and
contact information
-Include the date that you plan to submit your application
-Make sure to list the company or position for which you are applying
Salutation:
-Make sure you address an individual or group of individuals such as:
Florida Southern College Members
The First Paragraph:
- The introduction to your interest in the position & appeal to keep reading
Second Paragraph:
-Explaining experiences/skills/accomplishments related to the position
Third Paragraph (Optional):
-Explaining any additional experiences/skills/accomplishments related to
the position
The Closing:
-Summarize your experiences, state that you are open for an interview, &
thank the employer for their time
Closing Signature:
-Include your signature and your name typed

COVER LETTERS

COVER LETTER TIPS

Cover Letters should do the following:
-Explain what you are applying for and why you are applying
-Explain how you learned about the position or the organization
-Convince the reader to look at your resume
-Reflect Your attitude/personal characteristics
-Use the words and action verbs from the job description
-Should not be a “copy” of your resume, but should enhance it

DO'S

- Double-check names, addresses, job
titles, and position numbers
-Make sure it is easy to read- this is
critical!
-Customize each cover letter so it relates
to the position- meet each employer's
needs
-Sound excited and find ways to make
yourself stand out as a unique candidate
-Keep to one page, 3-5 paragraphs MAX
-Use the same font style as your resumeconsistency is important
- Check and recheck spelling and
grammar
-Remember to sign your document or
attach your electronic signature
-Research the company/organization
before writing your cover letter

DONT'S

-Use frequent “I” statements
-Use vague language
-Restate your resume
-Use abbreviations
-Lie or sell yourself with capabilities that
you do not have
-Use statements that make you sound
overconfident
- Use words like “just”, “I think”, “I feel” or
other statements that could make you
appear less confident

COVER LETTERS

COVER LETTERS

COVER LETTERS

COVER LETTERS

REFERENCE LIST

CREATING A REFERENCE LIST

When thinking about whom you would like to serve as a reference for your job/internship
search:
1. Consider individuals who can speak to your skills, experiences, accomplishments, and
personality.
2. Make sure you request permission from your references and give them a heads up on the
position for which you are applying.
3. Consider sharing details with them about the job in order to help them sell your skills.
4. Make sure to contact your references prior to an interview to let them know they may be
receiving an email or phone call.
5. You should have a minimum of three references. List your references in alphabetical
order or in order of relevancy.
There are several acceptable formats for a reference sheet. The following page contains 3
different examples. Be sure to pick ONE format and maintain consistency throughout your
reference list.

THANK YOU NOTES

THANK YOU NOTE EXAMPLE

After an interview, send a personalized, handwritten thank you card or email to
each person with whom you interviewed. Doing so demonstrates
professionalism, interest, and enthusiasm.
This is a great opportunity to reiterate some of your relevant skills or specifics
you learned during the interview. Send a thank you note within 24 hours of the
interview.

